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By Al Frazier, Site Manager, UND Aerospace Foundation's Helicopter
Flight Training Facility, Tanajib, Saudi Arabia

stumbled into small unmanned
aircraft systems (sUAS) operations
back in 2010, needing to conduct
research in my position as an aviation professor at the University of North
Dakota. Three years and two grants later,
the Northeast Region UAS Unit (NERUASU)
was formed .
At the time , NERUASU was one of less
than a dozen law enforcement sUAS units
in the nation. Slowly, the technology
spread to more agencies. However, law
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enforcement agencies as a comm unity
were apprehensive about the technology,
due to a lack of Federal Aviation Regulations and fear of public backlash associated with the opinion UAS would be used
to improperly surveil the public .
All of that changed abruptly in 2016,
when 14 CFR Part 107, "The Small UAS
Rule ," became law. Part 107 provided
clear guidance to sUAS users on how to
legally gain access to the National
Airspace System. Part 107 created a
remote pilot certificate and was reasonable and evenhanded . Around the same

time, concerns about law enforcement
agencies spying on civi lians faded, as no
examples of inappropriate use emerged
and the media began to lose interest.
Another barrier to law enforcement
adoption of sUAS technology was more
than 40 state legislatures passing statute s
restricting their use. From outright bans,
as in Virginia , to draconian search warrant
requirements in Florida, the vast majority
of states enacted laws that did little or
nothing to control private citizen use of
sUAS, while imposing significant limitations
on law enforcement.

Fast forward to 2019 : Where is law
enforcement in regards to adoption of sUAS
technology? The answers are encouraging.

GROWTH &ITS IMPACTS
Let us slip back to April 2017, when
Dan Gettinger, a researcher at the Center
for the Study of the Drone at Bard College,
published "Public Safety Drones." The
research led to a publication giving the
world its first accurate estimate of how
many U.S. public safety agencies (law
enforcement, fire and SAR) had acquired
sUAS: 34 7. In May 2018, Gettinger
published a follow-up report estimating the
number at 910. In 2017 alone, 344 agencies acquired sUAS.
Using 2017 acquisition rates and interpolating forward to July 2019, approximately
1,316 U.S. public safety agencies will have
acquired sUAS. While we do not know how
many agencies are currently using the
aircraft, we can assume it is the majority.
Almost four times more agencies are using
unmanned versus manned aircraft. The
reason is simple economics: Unmanned
aircraft can be purchased and operated at a
fraction of the cost of manned aircraft. In
addition, unmanned pilot training and certification is simple and inexpensive.
The Airborne Public Safety Association
has been conducting Federal Aviation
Administration Remote Pilot-In-Command
examination preparation courses since
early 2017. During the period, APSA has
prepared more than 1,000 law enforcement
and fire personnel to take the FM Remote
Pilot-in-Command examination.

''Almost four times more agencies are using
unmanned versus manned aircraft. The reason
is simple economics: Unmanned aircraft can
be purchased and operated at a fraction of
the cost of manned aircraft. In addition,
unmanned pilot training and certification
is simple and inexpensive."
What impact does the exponential
growth of sUAS have on public safety agencies? First, many smaller agencies that
formerly could not afford an ai r support
asset now have one. Larger agencies with
existing manned air support units have
been able to delegate boring and dangerous tasks to sUAS operations.
As sUAS growth accelerates, the risk of
a significant accident, such as a mid-air
collision with manned aircraft, increases
dramatically. To avoid such an accident as
a community, we must adopt and adhere
not only to FM regulations, but also to
internal policies and procedures created to
address individual agencies' specific needs.
Requiring agency pilots to achieve the
level of FM Remote Pilot should be the
minimum standard. To earn the certificate,
applicants must only pass a 60-question
multiple choice examination. Agencies
using sUAS must establish additional minimum remote pilot certification requirements, including significant initial flight
training and recurrent training requirements
to be met monthly or at least quarterly.
Agencies intending to use sUAS must
fully'lnform their constituency of their plans.

Several fledgling law enforcement sUAS
programs have been stopped in their tracks
when city councils and county boards were
surprised to learn of the programs and shut
them down. Agencies should leverage existing groups, such as neighborhood and business watches, as forums for discussion of
your plans to acquire sUAS. Reach out to
the media-print and broadcast-to disseminate information on your program. Engage
with groups such as your local American
Civil Liberties Union chapter, prosecutor's
office and judiciary to elicit input and
inform them of the types of missions you
anticipate performing.

CHAnGES 1n HOBBYIST STATUTES
Hobbyist sUAS users enjoy a vast level
of autonomy and freedom compared to the
relatively restrictive FM regulations and
guidelines dictating how government agencies may use sUAS. But a much needed
change in the disparity was initiated by the
FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 (HR 302).
Becoming law in January 2018, the
legislation directed FM to initiate a number
of sUAS-related actions. On May 17, the
administration initiated many of the

www.publicsafetyaviation.org
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"The sUAS genie has escaped from the
bottle. In order to maintain the trust and
support of the public we serve, we must
continue to implement sUAS technology
in a careful and responsible manner."
required actions with their publication of
"Exception for Limited Recreational Operations of Unmanned Aircraft" in the Federal
Register. The new statutes will be implemented incrementally over the next few
months. Most significantly, hobbyists will
have to complete an online aeronautical
knowledge and safety education test and
operate only below 400 feet AGL in uncontrolled airspace or established hobbyist
airparks unless they receive controlled
airspace authorization through FAA's Low
Altitude Airspace Notification Capability
(LAANC) system . LAANC is a successful
FAA initiative leveraging the private sector
to create smartphone applications supporting instantaneous approval to access
controlled airspace. It has been in use by
Part 107 ope rators for almost one year.
Implementation of the changes will likely
enhance overall safety in the National
Airspace System, and law enforcement will
be affected directly. Prior to the legislation,
law enforcement had only one sUAS
enforcement tool at its disposal: Determine
if a particular sUAS use rose to the level of
careless or reckless operation (14 CFR §
91.13), document the actions and refer the
matter to FAA. Under the new regulations ,
local law enforcement will be empowered
to request proof of sUAS registration and
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the operator's completion of required training, as well as determine if the sUAS is
operating within authorized airspace below
400 feet AGL.
While local enforcement agencies are
not empowered to enforce federal statutes,
they are often in a position to document
potential statue violations and forward the
information to FAA for review and enforce-

ment. Having the additional statutes is both
a benefit, as they provide more avenues for
dealing with nuisance drone complaints ,
and a burden due to the potential increase
in sUAS related calls for service as the
public becomes aware of the regulations.
Adequately handling such calls for service
will require training of patrol and dispatch
personnel on the new regulations and
appropriate documentation and disposition
of the incidents.
The sUAS genie has escaped from the
bottle. In order to maintain the trust and
support of the publi c we serve, we must
continue to implement sUAS technology in
a careful and responsible manner. Only
through safe and constitutionally correct
use of sUAS can we hope to retain community support. ._.

